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     Answer all Questions. All questions carry equal marks. 

1. a. Prove that � ���

�����
��

	 
� = 2� if |�| < 1. 

OR 

b. State and prove Maximum Modulus theorem.      (5) 

 

c. Prove that any differentiable complex valued function defined on an open set is analytic. 

OR 

      d. State and prove the homotopic version of Cauchy’s theorem.    (15) 
 

 2.  a. Prove that a function�: ��, �� → ℛ is convex if and only if the set  
           � = ���,  !: � ≤ � ≤ � �#
 ���! ≤  $ is a convex set. 

OR 

       b. State and prove Morera’s theorem.       (5) 

 

       c. State and prove Hadamard’s three circles theorem. 

       OR 

      d. If �: % → % is a one-one analytic map of D onto itself and f (a) = 0, then prove that there    

          is a complex number c with |&| = 1 such that � = &'( where '(��! = ��(
)�(*� , |�| < 1.   

           (15) 

  3. a. Prove that ,-#�� = �� ∏ /1 − �1

2134
25) . 

OR 

      b. State and prove Gauss’s formula.       (5) 

 

      c. State and prove Weierstrass factorization theorem. 

       OR 

     d. State and prove Riemann mapping theorem.      (15) 
 

 

   4. a. Find the order of 6�7�6�! and exp��2!. 

OR 

      b. State and prove Jensen’s formula.       (5) 

 

      c. If f is an entire function of finite genus ;, then prove that f is of finite order < ≤ ; + 1. 

OR 

       d. If f is an entire function of finite order <, then prove that it has finite genus ; and   

           ; ≤ <.   

            (15) 

5. a. Prove that the sum of residues of an elliptic function is zero. 

OR 

     b. Prove that a non-constant elliptic function has equal number of poles and zeros.   (5) 
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     c. Prove that ℘�2�! = )
? /℘@@��!

℘@��! 3
�

− 2℘��! and ℘@��! = − A���!
A��!B, where ℘��! is Weierstrass ℘  

         function and C��!is sigma function. 

 

OR 

      d. Prove the following: 

                      1. D′��! = −℘��!, where D��!, weierstrass zeta function  and ℘��!, Weierstrass ℘  

                          function 

                      2. D �� + R)! = D��! + #) and D �� + R�! = D��! + #� where #) and #� are    

                          constants. 

                     3. C�� + R)! = −C��!62S/�TUS
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 and C�� + R�! = −C��!621/�TU1
1 3

 where R) and R�  

                        are periods of Weierstrass ℘ function ℘��! and C��!, sigma function.  (15)                                  
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